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ON THE COVER
With this Round Dance issue,

cartoonist-square dancer "ChuckJones adds his impression of a
cool version of the "Varsouvianna." Chuck, who last year won
the "Oscar" presented by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
& Sciences for the best cartoon of
1949, is an avid square dancer.
He and his wife, Dottie, are regular attendants at several square
dance clubs throughout the Southern California area.
Newlyweds Shirley and Jack Pattison get set for the illustrations
you'll see on the next sev en pages.
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• V ARSOUVIANNA

• TWO-STEP

• THE COUPLE DANCES •

n UT Your Little Foot Irish Waltz—Trilby or Altai, Polka or Schottishe---Whatever your
rfavorite couple dance may be, take your prettiest girl and let's everybody round Dance!
Perhaps one of the greatest highlights in today's present trend of the "popular dance" is the ever
increasing demand for the old basic steps of round dancing.
Each decade brings with its dance crazes of the day, but we notice an ever increasing desire on
the part of the thousands of square dancers everywhere to master the old and familiar round
dances. In addition, folks want to learn the newer deviations of the old basic fundamentals, as
well as to enjoy the sheer delight of gliding across the floor to the rhythmic lilt of the "Viennese
Waltz," the enthusiastic sweep of a polka or schottische, or the more stately gavotte.
DEMAND INCREASES
A wide demand has developed during recent months for greater emphasis on round and couple
dancing. Going hand in hand with the square dances of the day, the rounds lend a flavor or frosting to the evening's enjoyment. No longer "tossed in" as just a breathing spot between the
squares, the rounds have definitely attained a position of their own.
Several very successful classes have sprung up in many parts of the country, with the emphasis
entirely on the round dance.
On the pages that follow, "Sets in Order" has endeavored to put into categories six different
round dance "families." Based upon the recommendations made by the Southern California
Round Dance Standardization Committee, the different dances in each category represent basic
"firsts" in each of the fields.
From time to time "Sets in Order" will bring out in picture and descriptive form more of the
older as well as the newer couple dances. They all, for the most part, find their places in one
or more of the following "families."
• POLKA

• SCHOTTISCHE

• GAVOTTE

WALTZ
Basic step: Step, step, close
Meter: Three-quarter

• CLOSED WALTZ BALANCE

HEN first introduced, over one hundred
years ago, the waltz was a whirling contrast to the stately minuet, quadrille, and cotillion of that day. With it came the waltz position
upon which so many of our dances of today are
built, but which thoroughly shocked the elders
of that day. How terribly immoral for a couple
to be so closely embraced in public!
Here for the first time, dancers were able to
whirl about the floor in couples and this "waltz
position" has become the most commonly used
position of our day for all types of dances.
The rhythm of the waltz is of course, threefour meter, or three quarter-notes to each
measure.
In simple terms, the steps are as follows:
Take 1 step forward on left foot; step on beyond that foot with the right; close left to right.
That's all. Those are the three steps for the
three beats of the measure. Now you are ready
to start the next measure on the right foot.
Right, Left, Close. Be sure always to start on
the first beat of the measure, otherwise you will
be working against the music.
The position: The man faces his partner
and, extending his left arm out to the side with
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• PURSUIT

palm up, he holds her right hand in his left
at almost shoulder level. The man's right arm
is around the lady's waist, with his right hand
in a position against her back to support and
lightly guide her in the right direction. The
lady's left hand rests lightly on or slightly behind the gentleman's right shoulder.

Variations on the theme
The Pursuit
This is merely the straight-ahead open waltz
as done in many of our round dances in the
open position as shown in center photo at bottorn of the page.

"Twinkle" ( As in "Goodnight Irene")
Cue: R, (hold), close, R, swing.
L, (hold), close, L, swing.
Start into this step when on a right foot
lead of the waltz (for the man). Step right,
close left to right and hold for the third beat.
In doing this, you have assumed "banjo" position (right hips together). Now (gent) steps
forward on right foot (lady back on left), hold
for count 2, close left to right on count 3, step
forward again (lady back) , on count 1 of next
measure, swing left (for man), foot forward,
and cross over right for 2nd and 3rd counts
while pivoting right face on right foot. Lady
swings right foot backward and around while
pivoting on left. Repeat step on opposite feet.
Get out of this step by simply walking forward
six steps.

• TWINKLE

• TWINKLE
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Basic step: Sweep, step, close
Meter: Three-quarter
,

i,
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is the "Varsouvianna." The origin of the
dance seems lost in the clouds of time. Some
sources say that it came from Warsaw, Poland;
others from Vienna. However, its age is about a
century and is about all we have left today of
the more complicated and tricky Mazurka.
The true style of the "Varsouvianna" and
the one most commonly danced today, eliminates the old hop which is mostly found near
the Mexican border and emphasizes rather a
lift with a smooth sweep in front of the supporting leg.
The step goes like this: Lifting up the ball
of the right foot, sweep,' the left foot around
and in front with a slight bend of the knee,
then slide the left foot out to the side, and
close with the right foot slightly behind the
left. Repeat. Then start to repeat it again,
only after the sweep take three walking steps,
L, R, L, and point the right foot to the side.
This whole thing is the long phrase which is
now repeated, sweeping with the left foot.
The short phrase is merely the last part of the
long--sweep, one. two, three, point. The most
commonly done "Varsouvianna" has two long
phrases and four shorts, and on the walking
steps, the lady crosses over to the left side of
the rent, then hark again on the next phracp.
The many variations that can be done contribute greatly to the enjoyment of this lovely

The Scotch Roll
On the first cross-over, the lady makes a
complete left face turn under the gent's left
arm, ending up in position on his left side.
Open
Take position side by side with gent's right
arm around the lady's waist, her left arm resting on his right shoulder. Sweeping first with
the outside and opposite foot, walk forward
1, 2, then dropping hands, turn to face each
other; gent puts his left arm around the lady's
waist and her right arm rests on his left shoulder; step left (for man) and point the right
foot forward (having reversed direction). Repeat all this, going now in the reverse direction back to place. The short phrases are done
in Spanish style as shown, without touching
hands. On the walking steps, each makes a
complete turn away from the other, lady going
first to her right, gent to his left, ending up
in a Spanish position (the first time, the lady's
right hand would be high and left foot
pointed), then snap the fingers twice.
Mexican
This is done in a back to back position as

dance.

shown. (Bottom, right.)
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• SCOTCH ROLL

• VARSOUVIANNA POSITION

• OPEN (Castinets)

• MEXICAN

-STEP
Basic step: Step, close, step
Meter: Two-four

• TWO-STEP (Closed Position)

MHE two-step probably stems from the galopade, in which the couples did a series of
flights (slides) across the room, then changed
directions and cut obliquely another way. In
about 50 years, they began to change direction
every measure, and the dance became the twostep. It was this freedom of movement developed by the two-step which made the particular
pattern so popular, and is perhaps the reason
why today such a great number of our most
commonly done round dances are developed
around the two-step.
The basic two-step is done in closed waltz
position in clock-wise turning steps, starting on
the man's left foot.
The open two-step so common in a great
many of the rounds ("Lindy Lee," "Laces and
Graces," "Susan's Gavotte") is shown in three
photographs below.
The Manitou, Laces and Graces, and The
Trilby are among the most common rounds
'used to tcach the two-step.

LACES AND GRACES
Couples in open dance position, inside hands
joined, facing CCW.
Each starts with outside foot. Point forward,
point to the side, point behind. Drop hands and
pivot around on balls of feet, away from partner
(gent left, lady right). Facing each other, rejoin inside hands and gent steps on right and
swings left foot across, lady steps on left and
swings right foot across. Repeat step-swings on
opposite feet. Join both hands and take four
sliding steps to man's right CW). Face CCW,
drop outside hands and take four walking steps
forward.
Repeat all of above.
In open dance position, inside hands joined,
take eight two-steps forward, traveling in line
of direction (CCW), as shown in pictures at
bottom of page, starting on man's left, lady's
right and swinging joined hands back, then
forward. (In some parts of the country the
hands are swung forward first.) In closed dance
position, take eight two-steps turning CW and
progressing CCW in circle. On last two twosteps gent may turn lady under his left arm so
that at the end of the 16th measure partners are
side by side with inside hands joined, ready to
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begin anew.
•

(Open Position)

• STEP

TOGETHER

STEP
I.

POLKA
Basic step: Hop, step, close, step
hop)
or (step, close, step

HE polka (from the Polish "Polka") came
as a welcome relief from the incessant
whirling of the waltz, as practiced in the days
before our Civil War. Incidentally, the last
step in the original Polka was a leap—not
merely a step as done today.
Strangely enough, although the polka and
two-step are so very similar, they are offshoots
of quite different roots. There is a sworn-tobe-true legend of the polka and a little Bohemian girl named Anna Slezak who, one day,
made up a little tune in her head and began
singing it and dancing to it. Her schoolmaster
dropped by, saw it, and the next week had
all the girls of the village dance it. It caught
on and spread to Prague, where they named it
"Polka." Then in 194o a dancing master took
it to Paris, and of course there was no stopping
it then.
One of the earliest and very popular patterns was the heel and toe polka, done in waltz
position. With the girl doing the man's counterpart, the couple leads to the man's left, with
heel, toe, walk 2, 3, turn and reverse directions.
Then, to man's right, it's right heel, toe, walk
2, 3, and turn to original direction. Repeat.

T

COTTON-EYED JOL
• HEEL-TOE

• POLKA-HOP

The second and final part of this figure is
the clock-wise turning together (in waltz position), hop, step, together, step.
A popular adaptation of the old heel and
toe polka is "Cotton Eyed Joe."
Position: Couples in closed dance position;
gents with back to center of circle. Spring,
placing heel out (gent's left, lady's right), bring
toe across other foot, and take a quick step,
close, step to man's left. (Inside of step, close,
step, you may face forward and walk three
steps). Repeat heel and toe and step, close, step
to gent's right (CW).
Drop hands and each turns away from the
other with three two-steps (turning once around,
gent left, lady right) and finishes facing partner with three stamps in place. Four pushsteps to gent's left, then four push-steps to
gent's right. Take closed dance position and
finish with four polka steps, progressing CCW.
NOTE This is a character dance and should
be done with a flair.

• BREAK AWAY

:

• CHUG STEP
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Basic steps: Step, step, step, hop
Meter: Four-four
From this basic step can be formed innumerable patterns—The Diamond,The Lateral, The
Four-man Schottische, and others. In Varsouvianna position, one of the most popular
• OPEN SCHOTTISCHE POSITION
schottisches is known as the "California Schottische." This same step is also one of a series
of four or five popular done schottisches known
ROBABLY claimed as the original dance of as the "Texas Schottisches," of which the
more countries than any other original
Belen" is one of the favorites.
dance, the schottische seems to express so much
Bel en
naturalness and flavor that it is truly of very
In open dance position, run forward three
international flavor. In all probabilities, the steps, starting on outside foot, hop on outside
schottische has its root deep in European folkfoot, swing inside foot forward while reversdance lore and is one of the oldest couple ing direction. Change hands and run in this
dances.
opposite direction three steps and kick in closed
The oldest familiar form of the schottische dance position.
became known as the "Military." Back in the California
90's, this dance began to be taught as the
In Varsouvianna position, both point left
"Military Schottische" or "Barn Dance," al- foot in front, then to side, then step behind
though this name has also been applied to with left, step to side with right, step left.
the "California Schottische" step. It has an Repeat with right. Repeat to left and right
aboundance of different forms—most common again. Then walk forward L, R, then quickly
of which starts in the open schottische dance L, R. L, pivoting to face reverse direction, then
position shown above. Starting on the outside step backward R, L, and quickly R, L, R, pivotfoot for both the man...and the lady, you run
ing to face original direction. Repeat walking
forward 3 steps and hop on the outside foot,
steps.
then starting on the man's right (the lady's
Altai
left) and taking closed dance position, do a
As notated in August, 1950, Sets in Order,
series of four clockwise turning step-hops.
it is also a schottische.
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SCHOTTISCHE STEPS
• STEP HOPS (Closed)

• CALIFORNIA
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Basic steps: One, two, three, point
Meter: Four-four
LL that remains of the lovely dance known
as the Gavotte, which was in the style of
the 18th Century Minuet, yet lighter and gayer,
is the one-two-three-point in the four-four
rhythm of the music. "The Glowworm" is probably the most popular today of what remains
of the old Gavotte.
Glowworm Gavotte
In open position:
Starting on outside foot, three light walking steps forward, pointing inside foot on fourth
count. Repeat walking steps ahead, starting
on inside foot, pointing outside.
Facing each other (gent has back to center
of circle), take grapevine step, moving CCW.
Directions are for gent, lady uses opposite
feet. Step sideward left, back on right, sideward on left, swing right foot across and point.
Repeat, moving CW, gent beginning with right
foot.
Gent's right hand and lady's left hand still
joined, change places with three walking steps,
gent starting on left. Point free foot on fourth
count. Lady does left-face turn under man's
arm in the cross-over.
Repeat three walking steps and point, returning to original position, gent starting with right.
In closed dance position, take four two steps,
progressing CCW in circle and turning CW.
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GLOWORM GAVOTTE
• STEP-BACK-STEP

• TOUCH (Gloworm Gavotte)

The stately posture attained notably in the
"Glow Worm Gavotte" has been used by many
callers in developing style in both the square
and round dances. Try this little drill some time
when working on styling and form.
Dancers in a large circle, independent of
each other, standing erect, with weight on the
balls of the feet.
Men's hands on their
hip pockets, ladies' hands on their skirts. Tighten the muscles of the stomach, pulling the
stomach in and up and throwing the weight
forward, with the head well back. Shoulders
up, and rolled back so that the shoulder blades
pinch in the back.
Starting with the first measure of the "Glow
Worm," tap with the left foot 4 times lightly
on the floor—arching the foot and extending it
down and out. Then, shifting the weight onto
the left foot, tap with the right lightly 4 times.
Walk 8 steps, starting on the right foot,
lightly, with very little knee bend.
Repeat the whole action—this time starting
on the right foot, tapping 4 times, then shifting
the weight to the right foot, tapping lightly
with the left foot. Then take 8 walking steps,
starting with the left and repeating over and
over.

• CROSS 'OVER

• STEP CLOSED POSITION
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NE of the handiest things about round
dances is the fact that it takes only two
persons to do the great majority of them—
partially explained on the foregoing pages.
Another great advantage is the fact that so
many of the record companies have gone to
great extremes to produce good danceable round
dance tunes. In following the outline of the six
categories on the preceeding pages, here are
some of the most popular round dance selections
which will add to your enjoyment in this field.

O

Waltz:
Slow—Capitol 57,40205 "Forty Years Ago"
Black Hawk—Shaw 1-104, MacGregor 309
Rye—MacGregor 398, Folkraft 1103
Veleta—Folk Dancer MH 3001, MacGregor
630, Decca 25060
Merry Widow—Victor 25-1020, L. Shaw
2-101
Spanish Waltz Imperial 1093, MacGregor
631
Three-Step—MacGregor 611, Decca 25061
Varsouvianna :
Phrasing 2 long, 4 short—Folkraft 1034
Phrasing 4 long, 4 short MacGregor 398
Two-Step :
General—Imperial 1009 —"Red Wing"
General Folkraft 1016 "Marching
Through Georgia"
Laces and Graces—L. Shaw 1-105, MacGregor 633
Manitou—Old Timer 8007
Trilby Decca 25062
10

Polka :
General Victor 26-1012 "Hesselby Steppen"
Heel and Toe—Old Timer 8005
Cotton Eyed Joe—Imperial 1045, Folkraft
1035
Buffalo Glide—Imperial 1012 "At a Georgia
Camp Meeting"
Schottische:
Cowboy or Military Folkraft 1101, "Old
Southern"
California—Imperial 1046
Gavotte:
Oxford Minuet—Imperial 1061, Four Star
1367
Glowworm L. Shaw 1-106, Imperial 1044

Some of the newer round dances hase started
A_iu
_
-a.
A-14LAILL.- a rib' 1 Orl
pan.
mairuidLiurers
keep up with growin gdemands. Here are a few
of the more recent dances, with the recommended records:
"Tea for Two"

C & L 201.

"Nola"—Windsor 602.
"Third Man Theme"—Decca 24839 and
MacGregor 644.
"Irish Waltz"
"Josephine"

Christmas is coming!

Shaw 2-110 and
MacGregor 644.
M.G.M. 10409.
"Sets"—Nov. '50
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First couple swing your corners
You swing on your corners
Swing them round and round
Now you circle four in the center of the floor
Till you make those halls resound
No. 1 couple with No. 2 gent and No. 4
lady circle four hands around with No. 1
Pent having. his original partner at his left.

First couple duck under
Turn back when you're under
And form a four leaf clover ring
No. 1 gent and No. 4 lady duck under an
arch made by No. 2 gent and No. 1 lady,
raise their hands high, turn back to back to
form a moving "rosette" or "four leaf clover"
figure.

It's a right hand round your corner
Until she is your corner
All four drop hands. No. 1 gent and No. 4
lady take a right forearm grasp, swinging 11/2
turns around. No. 1 gent places No. 4 lady
in original position and steps back to his
own position. No. 2 gent does the same with
No. 1 lady.

LEE HELSEL
A genial and slow-spoken man, Lee Helsel
got his first taste of square dancing in February
of 1946, when he danced with the Do-Si-Do
Club at North Hollywood Playground.
His work as an employe of Los Angeles'
Recreational and Park Department, in charge
of the Central District, requires him to lead and
teach social recreation dancing and led naturally to his becoming a Caller about a year after
he began to square dance.
Now he calls for several groups in the San
Fernando Valley, for closed clubs in the downtown Los Angeles and Beverly Hills areas, and
has made a number of trips to Modesto, where
he is instrumental in the development and teaching of callers.
Lee's wife, Mary, accompanies him to many
of his dancing engagements and is of invaluable
assistance in demonstrations of the round
dances.
One of the favorite dances with Lee's groups
is, "When You Wore a Tulip" and printed
herewith is the way he calls it.
"Sets"—Nov. '50

Home you go and everybody swing.
Do-si round your corner
Your sweet little corner
Do-si your honey, too.
Allemande left your corner
And allemande right your partner
Allemande left your corner once again.
A grand old right and left, boys,
All the way around boys;
All the way around that ring.
Grand right and left is done all around the
ring. When partners meet on opposite side
of the set, they continue right on with the
grand right and left until they meet again
at original home position.

Now you meet your little honey
'Cause she's got all your money
Home you go and everybody swing.
Repeat for 2nd, 3rd, 4th, then 1st and 3rd,
and 2nd and 4th couples, if desired.
Recommended record for this dance is:
Imperial 1107, When You Wore a Tulip".

* Write our advertisers for Christmas gift ideas! *
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"The Ramblin' Wreck" and the "Arkansas
raveler" are introduced by Director Walt
Hessen flow. It's really Oliver Flint and
Slim Brough who called them
it
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NE of the most enjoyable round-ups ever
to be held in the Los Angeles area was
that of the 4th District (comprising the southeastern Los Angeles section) of the Associated
Square Dancers, which took place on the afternoon of October 15th at the South Gate Park
Auditorium. Tickets were limited to the capacity
of the floor, which was filled just nicely for
dancing. Callers were chosen from the area and
from the other Associated Districts, sound was
excellent, and the floor was pronounced perfect.
Ted Roland acted as Master of Ceremonies for
the dance program which was varied and wellselected. The entire progrom was under the able
direction of Walt Hessenflow.

O
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4th District Clubs make the Big W heel

"SECOND" FOR SETS IN ORDER
P comes Number Two ! The second Anniversary of Sets in Order is reached With
this issue, and with this issue, the 156,000th
copy of the magazine goes into the mails.
A survey of the situation as it appears today,
after two years of publishing, brings to light
some interesting details. We find that Sets in
Order goes to every state of the Union except
four — these hold-outs being Delaware, New
Hampshire, North Dakota, and South Carolina.
Not only that, it goes out to such outlying
possessions as Alaska, the Canal Zone, Hawaii,
and Guam in the Marshall Islands. Even farther
across the seas, we have subscribers in Canada,
Mexico, Iceland, Denmark, Bolivia, England
and Japan.
Between seventy-five and a hundred high
schools, universities and libraries throughout
the country get Sets in Order every month, as
well as city and state recreation departments and
park districts.
The magazine itself has printed some seventy
square dances, fourteen round dances, and eleven
different allemande "breaks".

Hundreds of letters from all over the country
express the opinion of square dancers, round
dancers, callers and onlookers. It has been these
letters and the opinions they express that has
been the governing factor in our "Sets in
Order" policy.
Many letters present problems of callers and
dancers in other parts of the country. These are
directed to whomever seems best qualified to
answer them.
We could probably write several "histories of
square dancing" from the letters of the oldsters
who have lived through at least two upspurts
of the activity. Some of their comments give
us pause and make us take a closer look at the
square dancing of today.
To the hundreds of square dance callers, the
local boosters, and communities far and wide
throughout the United States, to all who sell
and subscribe to "Sets in Order," as well as to
the ten members of the local staff, goes all the
credit for making "Sets in Order" the square
dancer's magazine it is today.

A colorfully geometric design was made by the sixty-five sets of square dancers who performed on the greensward
before 50,000 visiting American Legionnaires at Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum on the night of October I Ith,
as a part of the Pageant of Stars.

COPIES OF PHOTOGRAPH ARE AVAILABLE BY SENDING $1.00 TO SETS IN ORDER

"Sets"—Nov. '50

* Write our advertisers for Christmas gift ideas!
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THIRD for SQUARES

LI M IT ED
Squares Limited callers and officers. Usual
order; the Paul Pierces, the Ed Gilmores,
the Ralph Maxhimers, Margaret Trotter
and Owen Nagel, the Jim Chisholms, Mrs.
Earl Johnson, and the Boyce Canons. -+
NE of the season's very special parties was
the third anniversary celebration of the
Square Dancers Limited, popular San Fernando
Valley Club, on Sunday, September 24th. A
massive imitation cake topped by three tall
candles formed part of the decoration which
transformed the John Burroughs Junior High
Gym in Burbank to a party setting. A touch
of elegance was achieved by the presentation to
each lady square dancer, as she entered, of a
tiny Hawaiian orchid. The smooth dancing
called by Ed Gilmore, Ralph Maxhimer, and
Paul Pierce, was topped off by a sumptuous
smorgasbord, including some real cake which
could be eaten as well as admired.

O

Tasty lid-bits on the smorgasbord.

1HE FREE WHEELER
Written by BOB HALL
(Like most males, Bob Hall had to be dragged to his first square dance class. That was
about one and a half years ago. It wasn't until
the square dance group at the Columbia Broadcasting Co., where Bob works, needed a caller
that Bob started to try his hand at the calling
fun, Since then he and his wife, Margaret, who
are members of the Glendale Community
Square Dance Club, The Mountain Roaders,
and The Golden Slippers, have become familiar
personalities in many local square dance groups.
This "Free Wheeler," which is proving so
popular in several areas, is an original by Bob
Hall.)
A. Allemande left and the allemande thar
Go right and left and form that star
Back up, boys, but not too far
The regular Allemande Thar, with
couples progressing past their partners
to the next with the left fore-arm, going
half round, then in a right-hand backward star, for the men, the ladies going
forward.
B. The gents wheel out, the ladies star
Shoot the star, the men going to the outside, releasing the girl's arm, and the
ladies going into a right-hand star, moving CW across the set.
Turn the opposite gent from where you
are
Go once and a half, and the gents star in
Going to the opposite gent from the person you are with, and turning that gent.
with a left forearm, go once and a half;
the ladies stay where they are and the men
go into a right-hand star.
Turn the opposite gal with a left-hand
spin
Men turn CW in their right-hand star to
the opposite girl. Turn the opposite girl
with a left-arm full around, end facing
corner.
A right to the corner like a wrong-way
thar

"Sets"—Nov. '50

And the gents back up in a left-hand star
Turning the corner with a right forearm
hook half way 'round, the men go to a
left-hand backward star and rotate the
star (girls going forward, men going
backward) in a wrong way thar.
Throw out the clutch and put 'er in low
With the same action, only in reverse, the
men keep their star, release the girls. The
girls continue in the direction they were
going. The men reverse as in Throw In
the Clutch, this time going in a OCW
direction.
It's twice around that ring you go
Skip this gal and turn the next
Men skip two times the girl whose arm
they just had.
With the right hand 'round, go full
around
After skipping the girl twice, turn the
next girl with a right forearm hook full
around.
Turn the right hand lady with the left
hand 'round
Partner right as you come down
Go all the way around
Turning the right-hand lady with the left
forearm hook, then back to the partner
with the right arm, going all the way
around.
Left to the corner like an allemande thar
And back up, boys, in a right-hand star.
Go to the corner with the left arm, go
full around till the men are in a regular
Allemande Thar star.
Repeat three more times from "B"
Break and Closer : ( Self-explanatory)
Shoot that star with a full turn 'round
Turn the left-hand lady with the right
hand round
Go all the way around
( Any allemande or other break from
here.) If used as a break, start again
from "A".)

* Write our advertisers for Christmas gift ideas! *
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'ROUND THE OUTSIDE RING
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This "Round The Outside
Ring," a collection of interesting Square Dancing
news items from different parts of the country other
than in our immediate neighborhood is a regular feature of "Sets In Order" and will be collected

Second Michigan Workshop
Following up last year's successful workshop
with an equally successful one this year, the
Michigan Square Dance Leaders convened at
the National Music Camp, Interlochen, from
September 1st to 4th. Forty leaders from Michigan, Indiana, and West Virginia participated
in the Workshop, exchanging materials, techniques and ideas.
Eight members of the Michigan group had
attended summer sessions in the west. The Scott
Colburns, Lee Brennans, Sandy Sanfords and
John Bates attended "Nippy" Shaw's Colorado
Springs School; the Reed Hagens went to Herb
Greggerson's at Ruidoso;while Burt Hall chose
American Squares Park College Camp. Reports
they brought back enabled all members to become more aware of what is being done in
square dancing throughout the country.
The Workshop program consisted of a generally informative meeting in the morning, followed by a summer school seminar. The afternoon conference was given over to advanced
square dance work, followed by a beginning
callers' class, conducted by the Lee Brennans.
Evening sessions included round dances under
the direction of Julie Sanford and Al Hards,
and then Van Van Ameyde M.C.'d a square
dance workshop session.
Special event during the week was the huge
square dance party for all the Interlochen Camp
personnel, with Association members and guest
callers putting the dancers through their paces.
The whole week was judged to be of great
value to the promotion of square dancing in the
area.

Small Town — Big Fun
Drew Whitney of Ogden, Utah, was persuaded to leave his home activities long enough
to mosey down to Monroe, in southern Utah,
to teach square dancing for the ten nights between September 20th and 30th. Monroe's only
16

and written by Helen Orem, Assistant Editor. All
information regarding activities of groups whose
activities would fall in this category should be sent
to Mrs. Orem, at 462 North Robertson Blvd., Los
Angeles 48, California.)

2000 in population but its quotient of square
dance enthusiasm is bouncing high. Each class
brought seven or eight squares out to the Sevier
Valley Barn, a perfect setting with a good floor
and all the trimmings of true Western atmosphere, even to wagon wheels on the stage.

The romping enthusiasm of the dancers, their
spirit of fun and desire to learn seemed to grow
greater as the time grew shorter and at the end
of the tenth class night, it was with reluctance
that the dance-happy group said farewells to
their instructor.
Caller Whitney even got some of the boys
started in calling, too. Clifford Forbush looks
like a natural for the singing calls; Neal Jones
and Leland Olson are all for patter. It looks like
they're going to have a lot more square dance
fun in Monroe.

Chemawa Indian Service School
One of the most popular classes at the InService Summer School for Federal employees
in the Indian Service was you guessed it
square dancing. Held at Chemawa Indian School
in Chemawa, Oregon, from July 10th to August
4th, this instruction was the responsibility of
Mrs. Ethel Babcock, who teaches at the Carson
Indian Agency in Stewart, Nevada.
The session ended with a great Square Dance
Ball where twenty sets of colorfully costumed
dancers filled the gym floor and delighted several hundred spectators with their gay dance
patterns. Mel Day, from Boise, Idaho, whose
Sun Valley class Mrs. Babcock had attended
previously, came out to be the special guest
caller for the big whing-ding.
During intermission, graduation exercises
were held for the thirty-seven class members
who were qualified to return to their respective
school's in eighteen states, Alaska, and Canada,
and teach this dancing to the Indian youth under
their supervision.

Christmas is coming!
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LOCAL CALLERS SET. UP OWN INSTITUTE
BIG CALIFORNIA SUMMER DOINGS
With summer playing a great part in the
Square Dancing activity of thousands across
the country, plans are being formed for the
start of at least two camps on the Pacific
Coast during 1951. "Sets in Order", with a
staff of competent square dance leaders, is
planning a week—long Square Dance Clinic for
Callers and leaders from all over the country. Another Work Shop will be featured by
Ralph and Eve Maxhimer during the first week
in August, 1951.
HOEDOWNERS NOW CLUB
Or Sunday, September 24th, those who have
been dancing to the calling of Burt Correll in
Santa Monica every second and fourth Sunday,
decided to form into a club. Officers elected
to serve the first term are: President, Dr.
Gettinger; Vice—President, Barney and Peg Rogers; Secretary, Cedric and Helen Sjoberg;
Treasurer, Bert and Alma Lea. Three couples
were selected to get out publicity. The new
club's members pledged their support in making
this one of the friendliest and liveliest
dances in the area and the club will be called
Hoed owners Limited.
NEWSPAPERS FEATURE SQUARE DANCE LESSONS
Appearing in over 900 papers throughout the
United states, a special column supervised by
"Doc" Alumbaugh of Southern California, broke
into print locally in the Los lqlgeles !1irror,
starting October 23rd and going fbr 1S issues.
The articles portray in picture form square
dancing fundamentals.
On the completion of the series, a special
free square dance is being offered to all
square dancers at any level, with the beginners' session being first on the afternoon of
Sunday, November 12th, at 1 p.m. at the Bancroft Junior High School, 929 N. Las Palmas
Avu., Hollywood:

Acting on the vote of over 400 Southern
California callers, a special series of three
Sunday afternoon caller workshops are planned
for November.
Under the chairmanship of Ralph Maxhimer,
six categories will be covered by a faculty
of 19 instructors, including Carl Myles, Ray
Shaw, Jim York, Jim g.illiamson, Paul Pierce,
Jack TToheisal, Jim Munyon, Shirley and Jack
Pattison, Carol and Frank Hamilton, Kay and

Ted Roland, Ruth and Dale uarrettl Ebb Osgood,
Del Polley, Fenton Jones and Wayne flonhoff.
SQUARE DANCE HAPPY TIME
A special square dance half—hour, starring
the square dancers acid callers of Southern California, with hosts, Stu Wilson and his lovely wife, Loraine, goes into its third month. of
production. Callers scheduled for November include Kenny Young, No. San Diego Ass'n—Nov.6,
Terry Golden,Cow Counties—Nov.13,Paul Pierce,
Associated—Nov. 20, and Roy Close, San Diego—
Nov. 27. Tho show can be seen on Monday evenings at 9:30 on Channel 9, KFI—TV.
WATCH THE KITTY!
A "first" in the Los Angeles Area was the
theft, at gun—point,of the evening's receipts
from a square dance, when Square Dancers Limited were having their regular meeting on October 8th. By way of warningl Associated Square
Dancers issued a bulletin to all member clubs
to be alert against an attempted repeat.
It was suggested that all money be received away from the door, at a place where
there are likely to be a number of people all
the time and in view of the dance floor, if
possible. Also, it was recommended that large

amounts of money be transferred elsewhere in
the hall and that strangers not in square
dance attire be called to the attention of

those in charge.

THINGS IN GENERAL

REPORTS FROM A SQUARE D

The big All American Rally stagedin Vista,
California, on October 15th, included square
dancing on a program for which Dick Powell of
the movies was LC., and speakers were Rep.
Richard Nixon, Rear—Admiral Leslie Gehres,and

Well, it worked: Those ten benefit dances

Lt.—Gov. Goodwin Knight. Five thousand people
attended and were served a free barbecue. For
the square dance exhibition, with Walter Clopine as caller, two couples each from Vista,
Fallbrook l Oceanside and Escondido were selec-

ted to participate.
Two of the San Fernando Valley clubs have

changed their names recently. One isthe group
which meets at Fernangeles Playground an Saturday nights. Thisis now the Bar None Squares,
with Cran Marshall, Al McMullen and Ken Keenly
rotating as callers.
The former Blunder Busters announced their
new name of Covered Wagon Squares by giving

each member a small leather covered wagon as
0 a name tag. They recently celebrated their
first birthday at Buckaroo Town Hall, with
0 appropriate trimmings, including a gift to
their caller, Mayne Warga.
010

The fourth Friday of September marked the
celebration for the third anniversary of the
Corner Swingers, in the San Gabriel Valley
area. New officers elected at that time are
Frank Wiegand, President; Ralph Bush, Treasurer; Lois Wellington, Secretary; Edith "Wood,
Membership Chairman; and Donna Gipson,Refreshment Chairman.
Ice cream -vas served with extra super home
baked cakes donated by Virginia Broune, Clara
Mae Cipriani, Doris Case, Daryl Garstang,
Ivelyn Lohr,Helen Sabin and Dorothy Van Sandt.
- Decorations included alarge decorated, candle—
lighted cake,which the new presidentyas asked
I
ll'to cut. Frank did his best, but finally gave
up when it was found to be a cardboard box in
40 disguise
.

I

Hicks and Chicks, Heverly Hills, flipped a

pre—Hallowe'en party on October 17 for their
friends at the west Hollywood Playground. 22
squares danced to the calling of hay Orme and
v guest callers, Pert Correll, George Elliott,
:Job Uetts and Arnie Kronenberger.
The stage was decorated with corn stalks,
pumpkins, bushel baskets of apples, etc., and
40Jack Barbourl alddy "Mockingbird" McDowell and
- Candy Hall gave out with their usual sviell
brand of hoedown.
GREEN SHEET DEADLINE

held at Plummer Park on third Thursdays of the
month, accounted for one—half of the money
that had been raised for furnishings for the
new auditorium, Fiesta Hall. A week of gala
programs beginning October gth, dedicated the
new hall, 1200 N. Vista St., in Hollywood.
Callers who helped to put over the highly successful dances were Bob Osgood, Bill Ray,
Garry Korns, Dale Garrett, Slim Brough, Arnie
Kronenberger„ Jim York, Wayne Warga, Carl
Myles, Don Shaw, Ace Shelley, and Ray Shaw.
Musicians who contributed so generously were
Eva Decker and her musicians, Leonora Young
and Maymie Paxton. The third Thursday dances
will be discontinued until after the first of
the year.

The Seven Square Club which meets at
Glendale YWCA, consists of forty—nine couples
and Herb Lesher does the calling. It mas organized by the Bert Wredes and is governed by
a Round—up Board consisting of five couples;
the Wredes, the Niles Palmers, the Elmer Grahams, the Gene Wolfes, and the Carl Webbs.

Six or seven couples officiate as hosts at
each dance, serving one time during the year.
They really are hosts, not just a dance committee,for they arrange for the party and pay

for all refreshments themselves,in their turn.
The men wear cummerbund sashes and the women
special buttons or corsages to identify them
as the hosts for the evening. This has been
a good working plan for this enthusiastic
group.

Neighborhood Squares, Santa Monica, oldest
club in the Bay Area, celebrated its fifth
birthday at Miles Playhouse on September 22nd
by holding a hilarious Wild West Night. Club
Caller Jim (Judge Roy Bean) Munyon--"the only
law west of Lincoln Blvd." was M.C.
On one side of the stage was "Judge Bean's"
office; on the othera gallows. Several callers
were present, although the hall was plastered
with posters showing that they were "Wanted"

for divers crimes from arson (Hot Time in the
Old Town) to train—wrecking (Old 197). During
the evening these culprits werParrested by the
sheriff and his deputies and escorted to the
gallows. Most of them managed to escape hanging by calling a tip or two. These fortunates
included Johnny(Warm Time in the Village) Vel-

otta; Dale(Traincker)Garrett; Slim(Chicken Thief) Pickins; Ken (Lady Killer) Keeney;

and Bob (Snake Hips) Osgood.
There were contests for the prettiest legs

Lest you've forgotten — the final date for
copy on our local news items is the 15th of

(male), andthe starchiest petticoat (female),

each month. Anything received later cannot be
considered for inclusion in the Green Sheet
for the following month. We want to include

an exhibition by Ken Keeney's Keen Kiddies
(kiddies„that is,in costumes and I.Q.'s only1)
Hot dogs and baked beans were the refreshments
and the old timeflisaloonutackstage did a rushing coke business.

news from all areas, so — if you have an interesting item, send it in — before the 15th.

a blind—fold dance by the Rip'n'Snorters, and
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NEWS FROM W.S.D.A.S.G.V.

The Row and Swing Club, over in the San
1abriel area kept in its Presidency by popular
vote, Ralph Wahlmark. Joining him are \Vinston
Hall, Vice-President; Martha and Dan Bonteme,
Secretary and Treasurer.
A little farther east ; Tialley's Hoppera,mho
meet the second and fourth Saturday at the
Legion Hall in San Dimas, with Del Holley as
caller, raveas their new officers: President,
Pete Petti; Treasurer, Ben and Secretary, May Steck.

.

Tap-tap-tapping his big bare feet in true
mountain style, Jack Hoheisal almost, but not
quite, out-hillbilly-edthe members of Bow and
Swing Club in the SanGabriel Valley,who celebrated their fourth Anniversary in October
with a Halloween Hayseed Party. There was
Cliff Sahle dressed in a barrel, dipping and
diving to the strains of Red Ming; John Hoffman was Li'l Abner and danced all evening barefoot; Bernice Ballard wore pappy's worn-out
tennis shoes.
The hillbillies came out, too, for Buttons
'n'Beaux Hillbilly Jamboree in VanNuys onEptember 30th. In the cleverly decorated hall
they danced to the calling of Johnny Donhoff
ina straw hat, long beard, red flannel nightshirt, and big false feet. Old clothes hung
on lines across the hall, a cardboard cubicle
featuring a Sears-Roebuck catalogue held by a
tallI skinny dummy leaning up against it stood
on the stage. More dummies made of gunnysacks
stuffed with sawdust and with used flash bulbs
for eyes sat around the hall to add corny atmosphere. Prizes for best costumes werewon by
Ralph and Marge Ashton, and Harry Manke contributed a humorous skit.

FROM HERE 'N THERE
The Whirligigs in the South Bay section
now dance at the St. James Community Hall at

415 Vincent St., Redondo Beach. Scotty Williams, their caller, mixes new and old dances
to provide fun for both intermediates and advanced dancers at this open group. Officers
and members strive to prevent cliques and seek
to promote the friendliness whichis necessary
for a good square dance. Newly elected officersare: RobertEbse,PresidentOtlliam Ehlers,
Vice-President; Dean Mackinsonpeasurer;Evaline Gill, Secretary; William Ehlers doubling
as Association delegate, with Franklin Baker
as alternate Association delegate.
The Golden Club, composed of members who
will admit to being 50 or over, gets together
every month on the second Thursday at Houghton
Park in Long Beach. The city's recreationdepartment furnishes the halland President Carroll Deary calls the squares, assisted by Bob
VanAntwerp. Other officers are J. F. Simmons,
Long Beach, and Mrs. Leo DeMuth of Buena Park.
All you have to do to join this club is sign
your name, address and admit your birthdate.
November's meeting will take the form of a

'pot-luck". Dancers are asked to bring service
and sandwiches for their group, and a covered
dish. Eating at 6:30 - dancing at 8:00 p.m.

Claire Windsor's Supper Club, which meets
at the Manor Room of the Old Dixie Barbecue in
Los Angeles, has changed its frequency of

meeting to once every three months, the next
party occurring some time in January. The
October 20th party had as co-hostesses with
Miss Windsor, two Valley Virginias - Virginia
Thornton and Virginia Walters,as well as Mary

Schuman. Two Charlesesalso assisted--Schuman
and Walters. Ralph Maxhimer calls for this

group, which features a nice supper after the
dance.
November 6th marks a new beginners' class
taught by skipper Steimle and sponsored by the
Pasadena Recreation Department at Pasadena
Civic Auditorium. There will be five lessons
in the course and registration is in advance,
couples only, at 1501 E. Villa St., Pasadena.

Kids in LaCanada will benefit by the series
of square dances planned under the sponsorship
of the Youth Council of the LaCanada Jr. High
P. T. A. and the town's square dance clubs.

These will take place the 4th Fridays of the
month at LaCanada Jr. High, beginning October
27th and continuing through March 23rd, with

the exception of December. Each club will
host one dance and the proceeds will go to
building a Youth House for the activities
of the Cubs, Boy Scouts, Brownies, Girl Scouts
and teen-age clubs. Callers will include Bob
Hall, Ken Bookman, Jack Russell, Vern Strang,
Glenn Story and Al McMullen.

The Y Knot Club of North Hollywood will
celebrate Thanksgiving with a Benefit dance
on Thursday, November 30th. All proceeds will
be turned over to the North Hollywood YWCA as
an expression of thanks for the use of the Y
The affair
building and facilities there.
will be open to intermediate dancers and all
are invited to join in on the fun.
The duo presidents of the club, Dorothy and
Clarence Clawson, will be on hand to set up
Music will
squares for the bang-up program.
be furnished by the Zornes of Sepulveda and
something special is being planned in the way
of decorations and refreshments.
Homer Garrett, the club's caller, will doMembers
nate his services for the evening.
give Homer much credit for helping to build
this club into a fine dancing group.
The Y
Knots dance regularly 1st and 3rd Thursdays,
and 5th Thursdays are party nights.
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Arizona Activities
Cooler weather seems to be the signal for
revival of square dance activity all over Arizona.
Snort Club of
On September 23rd the Rip
Mesa had a Benefit Square Dance Jamboree at
their Civic Center. The idea was to gather together a little money so the local School Boy
Safety Patrol could have some needed equipment. Among the callers from the Valley of the
Sun Association were Bob Merkley, Ira Cox,
Joe Boykin, and George Cummings, and the
folks got to see some exhibition work by Henry
Wasielewski's Old West Set; Jack Bartlett's
Sunbonnet Set and Dr. Noffsinger's Texan
Whirl. Morn Ruth's orchestra played, there were
door prizes, refreshments, and out-of-town
guests galore.
In Tucson, the Fall Opening Dance of the
Western Rounds Club on September 11th, drew
lots of dancers eager to get going again. This
club, only three months old, will soon have its
capacity membership. It's run by a Board of
Governors, member-couples taking alphabetical
turns at serving. Exhibition sets are forming out
of the membership and plan to appear at Festivals throughout the state this winter. Robbie
Robinson is the caller for this club.
The spinning Wheel Square Dance Club of
Douglas, Arizona, sent out a series of perky
bulletins to acquaint square dancers with their
Festival on October 14th. One bulletin announced, in "patter" fashion:
"We're shouting long and loud
It's Festival time for the Spinning Wheel
Crowd
Bow to your honey and stamp your feet
In Douglas, Arizona, everybody will meet."
There was a "Get-Acqainted" Breakfast at
Hote 1Gadsden on Saturday morning, a Callers'
Jam Session, Afternoon Workshop, Square
Dance Fashion Revue, an Old Fashioned Pit
Barbecue, couple dancing, and the climax, the
Grand Festival Dance at the Junior High Gym.
Forrest Delk and his orchestra played for the
closing dance, which wound the whole thing
up in typical whirligig style.
Even the Arizona State Fair features square
dancing this year. Six of the ten days of the
Fair between November 3rd and 1 1 th will be
enlivened by hoedowns in a space roped off
within the grounds, and having a western village

"Sets"—Nov. '50

atmosphere. They'll swing 'em high and low
and fancy flinging shirts and skirts will wow
the fair-goers with exhibitions. Entry fee to the
grounds includes the square dancing, besides
everything else a State Fair has to offer. Joe
Boykin, who calls and edits Thread the Needle
in Phoenix, has charge of the Fair squares.
Texas, Too
Around El Paso they rested up to get in trim
for another Southwestern Square Dance Association Festival, which was held in the El
Paso Coliseum on October 7th. Take a look at
the program and you'll see why they had to
rest up. The Ranch Style Breakfast was at
7:00 A.M. and dancing was begun right after
the last swallow of coffee. At 2:00 P.M. at the
Coliseum, Carl Thomas directed a Swing and
Whirl Jamboree; at 5 :00 P.M. they ate again,
a Cowboy Barbecue this time. They may have
had time to "take their shoes off, rest their
feet" before the evening dance, the Big One.
Twenty-six dances were on the program which
lasted until midnight. Whew!
In East Texas they have a Yamboree. That's
right, glorifying their product, the sweet potato. The square dance part of it took place on
October 25th, in the High School Gym at
Gilmer, Texas. It started at 8:30 P.M. and
ended when the last couple got tired and
drooped off the floor. The sweet potato—or yam
square dance was the kick-off for the entire
chain of festivities, and visiting square dancers
were much in evidence.
Read this one twice and you'll get it. On
October 28th they had the Big Spring Fall
Square Dance Festival. Give up ? Well, shucks,
its held in Big Spring, Texas, and is their Fall
Festival. Simple when you know. The Junior
College Gym at the air base was the scene and
callers from West Texas congregated to give the
folks some fun. Jim King played the music.
Contests arc planned for Amarillo. During
the first week in November, the Herring Hotel
and the Sports Arena at the Fair Grounds will
be the spots where the Fifth Annual National
Square Dance Contest will be held, and the
Lady Callers' Contest, as well. Various divisions
for contestant's will include Adult-Amateur,
Adult-Professional, and Young People, with
preliminaries and dance-offs for them and calloffs for the Lady Callers.

* Write our advertisers for Christmas gift ideas! *
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Write for Attractive Picture Brochure
5611 W. Washington Blvd.. WHitney 4595
Los Angeles, California

OPEN MONDAY EVENING

SQUARE DANCE HEADQUARTERS
IN SANTA MONICA
"Present this Ad and Receive a
complimentary Tie Slide"

Levis in Stock—no limit
Square Dance Shoes—$10.95

The CORRAL

Complete Western Apparel
1004 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica. Calif.
Phone EXbrook 50346
Open Friday Evening

For the best in Square Dance Shoes

LOS ANGELES HOLLYWOOD
5619 Sunset Blvd.
GL 3744

411 West Seventh St.
TU 8762

SAN FRANCISCO
988 Market St., Room 412

for

003?

Mayfair has the right clothes for Square
Dancers—washable Shirts, Frontier Pants,
Boots, Ties, Hats, Levis in stock and made
to measure..

MAYFAIR RIDING
& SPORTS SHOP
271 No. Canon Dr.
Beverly Hills. Calif.
BR. 2-1833

18

1644 No. Wilcox
Hollywood. Calif.
GL. 9943

("From the Floor" is the Square Dancer's opportunity to take "pot shots" at "Sets In order" or the
Square Dancing picture in general. Send your comments to the Editor, "Sets In Order", giving full
name and address. Unsigned letters will be disregarded.)

Dear Editor:
Just a line or two to bring you up to date
on the activities of the Roving Ambassador of
Good Will (without portfolio) from Los Angeles for Sets in Order, Record Square, square
dancing in general and (with portfolio) Baker
Oil Tools, Inc.
On Sept. 1st, Hank Zimmerman and his lovely wife and my wife Jean and I were guests at
a dinner party given at the Henning Hotel in
Casper, Wyo. by a group of people interested in
square dancing. Hank and his wife came down
from Lander and later we went to the Wyoming
State Fair at Douglas. It was a fifty mile ride but
it was worth it. Sam Houston was the caller at
the Fair and that night Hank and I called some,
too, and really had fun. The dancers were mostly cowboys, farm hands and their families, kids
and all. What a sight to see. We were fascinated.
I've never seen such uninhibited fun in all my
born days. Yell, holler, jump around and just
have plain fun was the order of the evening.
Ask them if they knew a certain dance and the
answer would be generally, 'Don't think we
do, boy, but you call 'er and we'll give 'er a
whirl". How could a fellow miss with a gang
like that. ?
Up here in Western Canada square dancing
is on the boom, to say the least. If there isn't
a dance in a hall somewhere, they get together
one or two squares at private homes. The only
trouble is they never know when to quit! I went
to one of the private parties last night and
called and explained different round dances
until 3:30 A.M. ! And we'd started at 9 P.M.
Please turn to page 20

Christmas is coming!
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WE SHIP ANYWHERE!
* OUR NEWEST ALBUMS
HOEDOWN MUSIC FOR SQUARE DANCE by the Texas Stars
2 12" records—Soldier's Joy—Boil the Cabbage Down—Ragtime Annie—Rakes of

$3.50*

Mallow

SQUARE DANCES CALLED BY JOE LEWIS—Intro Album #50
4 - ID" records—Oh Johnny—Right and Left Through and Around Just One—Merry
Go Round—Sioux City Sue—Alabama Jubilee—Hash—Cindy Lou—Sugarfoot Rag

$3.95*

LLOYD SHAW ROUND DANCE RECORDS ALBUM—#2
4 - 10" records—Waltz of the Bells—Irish Waltz—Down the Lane—Cruising—Down the
River—Goodnight Irene—Sentimental Journey—I instruction record for above dances

$4.95*

FOLKSONGS AND BALLADS BY TERRY GOLDEN—Folkoraft F-16
..

4 - 10" records

$3.95*

* NEW SINGLE RECORDS
MAC GREGOR-643—Beautiful Ohio—Goodnight Irene
MAC GREGOR-644-1rish Waltz—Third Man Theme

$1.00*
1.00*

.......

Folkcraft 1103—Skip to My Lou—Rye Waltz
C & L OH-102—Rangers Hoedown—Buffalo Gal

.79*
.........

C & L OH-103—Choctaw Roundup—Tar River
C & L OH-III—Sunny Hills Stomp—Cindy

.85*
.85*

C & L 45-0H-105—Lonesome Train—Ranger's Hoedown—(45 RPM)
Folk Dancer 3001—Veleta—Boston Two Step

* SPECIAL GIFT OFFER!

ft

.85*

1.05*

* SQUARE DANCE CHRISTMAS
CARDS

"Jonesy calls on five
MacGregor Records:
Red Wing Alabama Jubilee
Polka Hoedown—Jonesy Hash .
NacNamara's Band—Right Hand Across and
How De Do
Wreck of the '97—Throw in the Clutch
Levis, Plaid Shirt and Spurs—
Listen to the Mocking Bird

.435*

#638
#622

We have a good selection of cards, with and
without names.

#62I
#620

• Cards by California artists designed by us
exclusively: 6 different designs

#612

•

Special assortment: 10 cards $1.25.

$5.00
Postage included

* TRANSCONTINENTAL
PACKAGE!
Five different Callers
California—Carroll White
Arizona—Bob Merkley
Texas—Rickey Holden
New England—Ralph Page
Idaho—Mel Day

* SQUARE DANCE GLASSES
Eight II ounces Libby safe-edge tumblers with
square dance figures. $4.50 postage included.
*Add following charges when ordering by mail:
1 record —25c
2 records-35c
3 rgcords-45c
ALL ALBUMS 55c

$4.25
Postage included

4 records-50c
5 records-55c
6 records--60c

Plus 33/4 sales tax in Calif.

SEND FOR OUR NEWEST RECORD LIST!
462 NO, ROBERTSON BLVD.( South of Melrose) Los Angeles 48
Hours: Mon. 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.; Tues. *bra Sat. 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

CRestview 55538

CHRISTMAS HINTS
Don't forget, the thoughtful gift to square
dancer friends all over, for your favorite caller,
for your school library, etc., is a year's subscription to "Sets in Order." Gift subscription
blanks are available in this issue of "Sets in
Order." For additional subscriptions, merely
send names' of persons to whom you wish to
send your gifts. Subscriptions sent to "Sets in
Order" office prior to December 20th, 1950,
will be acknowledged to the recipient with a
card. Subscriptions will start with the January
issue.
Starting Friday, November 10th
and every 2nd Fridey for 5 months, a series of

ROUND DANCE CLASSES
presented by

SHIRLEY and JACK PATTISON
to be held in the
ALHAMBRA "Y"
of
Almonsor and Main
Geared to the Intermediate level, the class will teach
basic fundamentals of Round Dancing, as well as the
old and newer figures.
Limited Enrollment
Get reservations and enroll by writing
219 So. Painter, Whittier, California
or telephone OX 42-8314

Do-si-do with this set of 8-all different

cqualPe Aahce

5.1a44 e4

presented by the
House of Tired
Glassware.
I4-oz. Zombies, hand
painted in 5 colors
by famous Hollywood artist. 2-line

Continued from page 19
The Redeau Park Community Assn. (a section
of Calgary) held their first square dance of the
season last Friday. I was a guest and enjoyed
dancing with the people. I was asked to call a
few which I did and had a good time.
BUD

FOBES

Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Dear Editor:
I read with interest the letter from the gentleman who visited Washington and found the
dancing in Arlington, or was it Fairfax, a bit
slovtr and unorganized, shall we say. I so wish
he could have visited some of our winter dances
you'd think you were out west. Western dancing is by far the most popular we have at
least five of Pappy Shaw's converts calling. We
do have some New England dancing with one
teal New England caller who can make it charming and beautiful rather than slow or heavyfooted. We had a bit of fine Southern Mountain
dancing but now have only one Kentucky running group. That dancing is a real work-out.
A. E. MCPHERSON
Chevy Chase, Md.
Dear Editor:
I just received a letter from my husband
Roy, in Okinawa, saying his Sets in Order were
coming through, and how much they were all
enjoying them. He also sent a news clipping
which might interest you, as it shows square
dancing is going there, too:
"HOE DOWNS SET FOR RYCOM CLUB
Men can wear jeans and hoe-down shirts,
and the women fancy blouses an' swingin' skirts
at the Rycom Officers' mess this coming Friday,
Sept. 1, at a real old fashioned square dance,
Maj. Wm. N. Lipsey, entertainment chairman
announced today. This first of a series of

rhyme at bottom describes steps of
dancers. Windowed
gift package.

Set of 8 Glasses
$5.95 Postpaid

cRE.ally

SOUARE DANCE FROCKS
ctEaLEd fy

Dept. 10 PUPA ARTS

Catherine Ogle

8413 W. 3rd Street
Hollywood 48. Calif.
Write for free
Christmas Catalogue

DuLtanding

106 WEST DORAN STREET
GLENDALE 3 • CITRUS 11884
,■
•••••••■
••■
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••-•••■
•■
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specialty nights will begin at 8:30 P.M. to the
music of Jimmy McCall and his China Sea
Play Boys. Roy Wolfe of the Vinnell Corp.
will teach the dancers how to "swing their
pardner" and will also call the numbers."
Of course Roy is using our Arizona Valley of
the Sun syllabus and says they are really having
a lot of fun dancing there.
I believe you would call us a square dance
family as our three children are taking it up,
too.
Phoenix, Ariz.
LILLIAN WOLFE

CALENDAR OF
SQUARE DANCING EVENTS
Nov. 2, 3 & 4—Fifth Annual National S. D.
Contest
Amarillo, Texas
Nov. 3, 4, 8, 9, 10 & 11 State Fair Square
Dance
Phoenix, Arizona
Nov. 4—Third Annual Festival of Longview
Palm Isle Club, Longview, Texas.
Nov. 4—Tri-State Roundup
High School Gym, Needles, California
Nov. 5—Northern San Diego County Jamboree
Gym, Oceanside, California
Nov. 5—N. J. Callers & Teachers Assn. Fall
Portuguese Hall, Newark, N. J.
Festival
Nov. 10 & 11-2nd Annual Copper Cities
Festival High School Gym, Globe, Arizona
Nov. 18—Memorial Lodge Roundup
Seattle, Washington
Nov. 18—Southeastern District New Mexico
Square Dance Association Jamboree,
State College, Portales, N.M.
Nov. 26—Callers Association Fall Festival
Municipal Auditorium, Kansas City, Mo.
Dec. 2—Southern Association 3rd Festival
International Airport, Brownsville, Texas
,m.mara■
a...r

For
Square Dance Records

OUR BUSINESS IS
gU9S fer DUPES
fer conicity

IN TRUE WESTERN STYLE
• Featuring HI liar C
and
California
Kan trear

Western Pants — $5.95 up
Western Shirts

$4.95 up

All Color Combinations
Two Tone, Form Fitting,
With Snaps, Washable

Western Boots $1 4.95 up
TIES—True Frontier-51.00
SLIDES—Largest Selections,
50 cents and up

PROMENADER BOOT SHOES

Iter, a t let.4t1
Cool!
Comfortable!
All sizes in stock
3 colors: wine, black, twotone tan. Non-slip rubber heels, $10.50

Tottitutiut.:4
Conveniently located on Street Floor

510 W. 7th Street

Los Angeles

Open Monday Evenings till 9 P.M.
Telephone and Mail Orders filled TR. 1331
Kay Harrison, Mgr. Record Dept. ZE. 2224

"Sets"—Nov. '50

PASADENA, CALIF.

EL MONTE, CALIF.

635 E. Colorado Blvd.
Open Fri. Eve. SY. 6-2240

522 W. Valley Blvd.
Open Sat. Eve. FO. 8-3985

* Write our advertisers for Christmas gift ideas!

A WORD TO ADVERTISERS

HAVE YOU SEEN
our new Fall stock of
Stockmen and Western shirts $3.95-$9.95
Frontier pants $6.95418.50
Western boots, low heel, wide toe $14.95
Ties, slides, hats, jackets
See us for outstanding western wear
at reasonable prices

For a
7d41
int
Western
it's
It lark ---iChristmas
Corner of Van Nuys Blvd. and Hamlin

6472 Van Nuys Blvd.
Van Nuys, California

ST. 5-2586
Open Friday Evenings

Perhaps you have noticed that "Sets in Order" is pretty proud of its advertisers.
"Sets in Order" subsCribers are all over the
United States, as well as in several foreign
countries. Let "Sets in Order's" advertising
department, together with the large copywriting and art staff help you plan your square
dancing advertising program. You'll be pleased
with the results. For further information, write
Advertising Manager, Jay Orem, "Sets in Order," 462 No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48.

YOU'RE INVITED
to THE MIRROR'S OPEN AIR SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
Sunday, November 12, at

1:00

on the grounds of the BANCROFT JUNIOR

P.M.
HIGH

SCHOOL

LAS PALMAS and ROMAINE, HOLLYWOOD
(a site especially chosen by lop callers)

ADMISSION IS FREE

TO ALL!

Unlimited accommodations • Unlimited free parking

WATCH THE MIRROR FOR FULL DETAILS

CALIFONE
Jhe ealler's rPartner
presents
the 1951 MODEL 24MUV
America's Most Powerful

$1575°

Single Unit

Plus
Excise Tax

Complete Sound System

3 speed transcription player
"Varipole" electrical variable speed
2-12" heavy duty loud speakers
Super power 24 watt peak amplifier
Inputs for 2 microphones
Combines to a single easily

ANNOUNCING

"VARIPOLE" SPEED TUNING

Carried unit weights 30 pounds

This exclusive Califone feature permits a gradual adjustment of turntable speed from 25%
below normal to 10% above normal at all '3
speeds.

Other Califones Complete Systems from $9 4 50
Send for 1951 Catalogue Today

CALIFONE CORP.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
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GIFTS DISCOVERED AT THE CORNER OF THE SQUARE

1. To match: man's sterling tie slide; lady's sterling

(not shown). Many lovely colors. Pendant, $2.65; ear-

pendant in matching design. Two designs shown: slide

rings, $2.25, postage included. 4.

—Honor your Partner, $1.80; pendant—Dopaso, $3.30,

wonderful stonecutter cloth. Fits and washes beautifully.

including excise tax. Postage 25c. 2. Square dance

$8.32, postage included. Tan, grey, red fine stripes. Not

dress as pictured with tiny puffed sleeves; full, sweep-

shown: suede western tie with fringed ends $1.65,

ing skirt; dainty cotton prints. $32.50. 3. Dainty

postage included. 5. Beautifully Custom-tailored west-

ceramic heart on grosgrain ribbon. Earrings to match

ern shirt in fine 100% wool. Note the design of the

yoke and the slit pockets. $25.50, postage included.

white batiste trimmed in eyelet embroidery and ribbon

6. Adorably feminine square-dance bag, hand-cro-

bows. $4.15, postage included. 9. Full, swinging square

cheted of shrink-resistant wool, with or without non-

dance dress, in pretty flower and check print patterns.

tarnishable silver or oold trim. All colors_ $3.85, postage

Sizes 10-18 S16.98 posi-anp

included. 7. The western boot shoe, especially designed

square dance shirt in blue or green striped stonecutter

for the square-dancer with a rubber-soled medium heel.

cloth. Snap-closing; nicely fitted. $7.32, postage in-

Available in two-tone brown, black, or oxblood. $11.00,

cluded.

Western shirt in

In. An cxcc !k r f

postage included. 8. Adorable - Sissy Pants- of fine

* Have you discovered the Corner of the
Square yet? We display the merchandise
offered by our advertisers in Sets in Order.
have the friendliest
between our dancers and our
We aim to

cooperation
advertisers!

CORNER of the WARE
Mail orders to THE CORNER"

462 No. Robertson Blvd,

Los Angeles S. California

BUCK BERNIE "The Cowboy's Tailor

311 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Calif.

"Square Dancing can be fun with the proper clothing and color-tone."

$7.95
I .69

• Washable Shirts
• Assorted Ties
• Assorted Slides

• Frontier Pants
• Western Boots
Embroidered Shirts

$ .5y

$ 9.95
$12.95
$ 9.95

BULK 'ERNIE i

"My stock in trade I claim with pride
s yi: Are the many dancers I have satisfied."

THE PUTTEE SHOP
912 So. Main St.
Los Angeles 15, Calif.
Phone VA. 9675

Justin Boots
Westex Boots
Tony Lama Boots
Acme Boots

frontier Breeches
Western Shirts
Silver Mounted Belts
English Riding Boots
and Breeches

10% Discount With This Ad

SPECIAL: Coming real soon in picture,
diagram and written form ,a complete Standardization Report of Southern California Square
Dancing as prepared over a period of two years,
by square dance teachers and callers in the
Southern California area.

In the December issue of "Sets in Order,"
two complete pages of cartoons as seen by
Dottie and Chuck Jones, portraying "The
Men."
" I DON'T WANNA
"ROUND DANCE I

"GENTS SWING IN"
TO

WOODRUFFS Men's Store
FOR

SQUARE DANCE TOGS
28 W. Main • Alhambra • AT 2-1640

SPECIAL OFFER
ON RACK ISSUES OF
Well, it looks like we'd better do it! So many have asked for complete sets of
back issues of SETS IN ORDER that we've decided to release 100 (only) sets
from our archives and even bind them in our special binders. These volumes—
for 1949 and 1950— will be available for just a limited time. Think what terrific
Christmas gifts they will be!

TWO VOLUMES (Years 1949-1950 complete)
BOUND IN GAY RED BINDERS
$10.50 . . . all charges included
Send orders to:

SETS IN ORDER

•

462 NO. ROBERTSON BLVD.

•

LOS ANGELES 48, CALIF.

•-••••••■■

Write our advertisers for Christmas gift ideas/

SUNNY HILLS"
(1 mile north of Fullerton, California, on U. S. Highway 101)
for

COOL DANCING

JIMMY LANE Every Thursday, 8 P.M.
CARROLL WHITE-2nd, 4th and 5th Saturday, 8:30 P.M.
PAUL PIERCE—Ist and 3rd Saturday, 8:30 P.M.
All Saturday Nights — High level dancing

COMING
The latest calls and new round dances as
well as lots of the old timers.
Breaks, variations, tips to square dance
hostesses, etc.
Detailed information concerning the first
"Sets in Order" Summer Institute planned for
1951.

SquareDancified Advertising
J. Phil Koehler

Fiddler

CLUB PINS! TIE SLIDES! RIBBON PENDANTS!
Wear your Club's exclusive design! Send
a rough sketch of your Club initials,
name, or symbol—and the size desired.
State quantity required, and you will receive a beautiful design in color, created
by our artists, together with prices.

J. A. MEYERS & CO. INC.

SU. 2-4594

1031 W. 7th St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

jjanci

17

14acie ail-cy

WESTERN BOOTS

MEN'S . . $1995 Pair
LADIES' . . . $1795 Pair
Size 7 - 11 . .
795
895
111/2 - 3 .

'40 Or 40.

Also
A COMPLETE LINE OF
FRONTIER PANTS, SHIRTS AND TIES
The Most Complete Stock in the West
SPECIAL: Mail and Telephone Orders Filled Same Day as Received

THE PADDOCK SHOPS
BURBANK
Allen Ross

"Sets"—Nov. '50

701 S. Victory
STanley 7-2575
CHarleston 8-1433

HOLLYWOOD

1715 N. Vine
(Hollywood at Vine)
HEmpstead 641 I

Yin Levin

* Write our advertisers for Christmas gift ideas! *

5

96 9un to Cluitlittna4 clur at Country Sport chop!

4

• JUSTIN BOOT—walking heel • FRONTIER PANTS
• WESTERN SHIRTS—washable • WESTERN HATS
• WESTERN BELTS & BUCKLES • WESTERN TIES & SLIDES
OPEN

FRIDAY

'TILL

9

P.M.

6272 HOLLYWOOD BLVD. — LOS ANGELES
(Opposite Pantages Theatre)

FREE PARKING
HEmpstead 8185

COMING
Among the many features coming soon in
your square dance magazine, "Sets in Order":
1. A complete index of all the contents of
the first two years of "Sets in Order", cross
reference filed and prepared by square dance
Caller, Rickey Holden of San Antonio, Texas.
2. Another page of "cartoon laughs" by
Chuck Jones, featuring the men."
3. Coverage of some of the world's greatest
square dance festivals and activities spotted
throughout the country.

Watch fOr these features and other surprises
in each issue of your "Sets in Order." Buy your
copy from your caller today, or better yet,
subscribe, and have "Sets in Order" delivered
to your home for $2.50 a year. Send your
checks or money orders to "Sets in Order," 462
No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif.
Use the handy subscription blanks, send to
"Sets in Order," or just send the needed information along with the check for the proper
amount to the "Sets in Order" office.

SQUARE DANCE PUBLICATIONS
Christmas Gift Suggestion!
Now Available—The Advanced Book*
That long awaited pocket-sized edition designed for the advanced dancer
and also containing the popular, newer dances with a glossary of new terms,
index, nearly 50 dances, breaks, and other pertinent information.

Also Available:
• Beginners Square Dance Book*
Terms and instructions to help the beginner
• Intermediates Square Dance Book*
Used by thousands of intermediate dancers.
• ROUND DANCING*----->
Illustrated instructions on round
dancing.
See your Caller or
send order to Sets.

*$1.00

each

SEND ORDERS TO: "SETS IN ORDER"

462 N. ROBERTSON BLVD.

•

LOS ANGELES 48
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re
qua g!
Dancin

Your hest
pate W

"SWEETHEART WALTZ'
with—
"MAN ON THE
FLYING TRAPEZE"
No. R-603 $ .90

"ALL AMERICAN PROMENADE"
with—
"WALTZ OF THE BELLS"
No. R-605
$ 90

BEGINNERS' Record BP-101, INTERMEDIATES' Record
$1,75 ea.
Write for complete catalog
Order through dealer or we will ship direct, tax and postpaid

THE

2808 S. Baldwin
Avenue

ititt#o

11CD.

ROYAL PERFORMANCE"

Arcadia, Calif.
ATlantic 6-7542

SIMPLE
EQiijiATIoN

For the Treat ofYour

Square Dancing Evening
Try Some Donuts,
Cupcakes or
Cakes
ri
From c
►

VP'

RP

•

Take a little walk around that ring
or
Pity the poor soles on my shoes
140 bpm
120 bpm
x6 mpd
x4 mpd
840 spd
x16 dpe

WE
DELIVER

ADams 3-3231

nrif f 4
1100111111 11

Mae

"handmades"
for Christmas

480 spd
x6 dpe

13440 spe
x1.3 fps

2880 spe
x1 fps

17472 fpeS/d

2880 fpeR/D.
17472 fpeS/D
5280)20352 ft.

Show/..11 7.95
Bag
2.95

3.849 MILES
All colors. Also Gold
and Silver Trim.

BOY, AM I TIRED!

Order by Mail:
D. Satrang, 634 24th St., Santa Monica, Calif.
On Display: at "Sets", 462 No. Robertson, L.A.

Large stock of
riginat square dance dresses petticoats - pantelets - shawls
at

12325 Ventura Blvd. Studio City
SUnset 2-A 10')

bpm Beats per minute
mpd Minutes per dance
spd Steps per dance
dpe Dances per evening
spe Steps per evening
fps Feet per step
fpe Feet per evening
S/D Square Dancing
R/D Round Dancing
The horror of it. Just think, a group of 100
dancers will travel collectively some 385 miles
in an evening. No wonder the dust is flying
and the axles :Ire dnag g,ing!
HAROLD STURROCK

Visit SARGENT'S
SQUARE DANCE CORNER!

III Turk • • • MASTER OF
Western Styling . .

The Square Dancers Haven For

Let the man who designs for leading cowboys,

Justin Cowboy Boots - California Ranchwear
Levi Strauss Wear - Hats - Ties - Frontier Pants
Cool Washable Shirts

radio and television stars supply your squaredancing needs.

Alterations Done Free!!

A Turk Exclusive — Western pants with knee
sweat pads.

• Special discounts for professional people

Special discounts to Callers and
Dance Clubs

SARGENT'S
6219 Pacific Blvd., Huntington Park, Calif.

28

N. TURK
"Watch for the big sign of the little man"
13715 Ventura Blvd., Phone STate 4.0595
Van Nuys, Calif.

Christmas is coming!
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"COW-BELLS" for Square Dancers
TIE SLIDES AND EARRINGS IN SILVER
Attractively boxed lady's earrings and man's tie slide, monogrammed with any initial. Special designs to order. Fashioned
in silver, with tiny jingling clappers.
Slide and Earring set
Tie Slide
Earrings

$5.75
2.95
2.95

Plus 20% excise tax; 3% sales tax in Calif. Postage prepaid.

Send orders to: DICK YOUNG
3478 N. Verdugo Rd.
Glendale 8, California • CHurchill 9-2063

ANOTHER ALPHABETICAL ALLEMANDE
Allerdande H

From Paul Sund

Allemande left and allemande H
The gents promenade at a 60-mile gait
All drop hands after one-half turn
with corner, gents promenade ring
counter-clockwise, ladies clockwise.
Meet your partner with a right hand 'round
Now turn your corner with a left hand
'round

A right around your partner and here we go
One and a half turns around places all
in position for regular grand right and left,
Left, right, left, do a do-pas-o
It's corners right and back to the bar
The gents go in like an Allemande Thar
Now shoot that star and find your own
Take her by the hand and promenade home.

Plan NOW for the First CALIFORNIA
Spam 441d Reuefetet

?Noce 7eadet, ,agee eaeeezi eleotee

Sponsored by SETS IN ORDER
With a faculty of Specialists in the Field of American Dancing,
ONE WHOLE WEEK DURING THE SUMMER, 1 951
PARTICULARS TO BE ANNOUNCED.

For Further information and application blank please write:
Sets In Order SUMMER CLINIC, 462 N. Robertson Blvd. L. A. 48.
THE CARTOON BOOK EVERYBODY'S WAITING FOR

HERE'S TO SQUARE DANCING!
AVAILABLE DECEMBER FIRST

WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY

•

•

•

FRANK GRUNDEEN
WITH FOREWORD BY

BOB OSGOOD

"Sets"—Noy. '50

*

$1.50

Write our advertisers for Christmas gift ideas!
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• DO YOU CALL?
• DO YOU TEACH?
• DO YOU SQUARE DANCE?
▪ . . then you'll want this 60 page book

DOCEY DOE by
MEL DAY and JERE LONG
Six lesson course; dances popular in Idaho; patters,
breaks, fills.
SEND $1.00 to

TWENTY FIVE YEARS FOR
OAKDALE
On September 10th, at Felicita Park in Escondido, California, the Oakdale Old-Time
Dance Club of San Marcos held its twenty-fifth
annual gathering in the form of an all-day picnic and dance. There were over five hundred
people present and Delbert Ft-ant, the club's
caller for over twenty years, did a splendid job
as Master of Ceremonies.

IDAHO SQUARE DANCES
1120 Longmont or 1017 N. 23rd
Boise, Idaho

New Association in Middle California
From Stockton to Fresno in the Valley, and
the San Francisco area, as well, will be covered
by the new Mid-State Square Dancers' AssociaWESTERN WEAR ■
■
tion. Object is to teach dances as they do in
for the SQUARE DANCER
Southern California, assist any community to
Square dance records
set up a group of dancers, and put them in touch
with instructors and callers.
Square dance gifts
A Group Co-ordinator will call in person and
DON & EVELYN FRISBEE'S
work with any group that wishes to join the
Association, which recommends that all groups
be social and self-supporting. Southern California callers are invited to meet and work with
WARE DANCE SHOP
the Mid-State Association people on trips to
Hiway 101. betw. Fullerton and Anaheim
their area.

BELLES and BEAUX
CALLER'S "NOTES"

THE OPEN SQUARES

Available to you: The "Notes" of the
Pacific Coast Callers School, Herb Greggerson & Skipper Steimle, Instructors.
34 pages including 27 dances, 17 rounds,
29 variations, 80 breaks, 265 patter combinations—all for $1.25. Mail check to
Skipper Steimle, 524 Crosby St. Altadena.

The complete Monthly Directory of

* Plan to attend the Pacific Coast
Callers School in 1951.

Hand Crocheted Shawls
Wool shawls for square dancers. Hand-tied
fringe in all white or in colors.

$8.50
6.50

Large round shawl
Stole-shaped shawl

OPEN SQUARE DANCES
in the Southern California area

$1.00 PER YEAR
Special Notice to Callers
All Open Dances listed FREE
Please getcopy in by the 15th

The Open Squares
Pasadena 17

Box 336-M

P

arctiol Origirtati

Dresses - From $11.95 to $21.95
Knit Shawls - $5.95 to $10.95
Pantaloons and Slips
Are Available At

* LOVELY AS GIFTS *
Order by phone or mail:

THE PARASOL
428 W. Arbor Vitae, Inglewood.

FRICKS

• •

air i c ia

7018 Pacific Blvd., Huntington Park

736 Monterey Blvd., Hermosa Beach, California
FRontier 2-6801

0

OR. 1-2353

Christmas is coming!
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Dress $18.95
at
ii

Apron $7.50
Photo by Pete Manion

Keep it simple, keep it sweet. Another dress in our series expressing
country freshness for square dancing.
This crisp, cool, tissue gingham checked dress, full and tiered, is worn by
Joan Vohs, Columbia starlet, for her next promenade at 8. For this date she
adds a tucked organdy apron with its high belt and huge sash. Apron available in solid colored broadcloth, too. Next time the apron off, bows of velvet
around her waist, on this carefully planned basic dress by Kathy's.
Pantaloons and Pantalets
Hooped Petticoat—french crepe

$ 4.95
$ 8.95

Shawls—hand-crocheted
Short "sissy britches".

$32.50
.$ 3.95

12715 Ventura Blvd., No. Hollywood Phone STanley 7-6087
121 South Palm Canyon Drive, Palm Springs, next to Bullocks

"Sorry Old Man, but in this club when anyone louses up a square . . ."

Sec. 34.66 P. L. & R.
U. S. POSTAGE

PAID
462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, Calif.

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.
PERMIT No. 303
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462 ND. ROBERTSON BLVD.

Clirlsitnas Gras

LOS ANGELES 48. CALIFORNIA

HAND PRINTED BY SILK SCREEN
IN EXQUISITE TASTE
AUTHENTIC SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS

3 to 5LOVELY COLORS
SIZE 5" X 7"
CHARMINGLY DRAWN BY
PROMINENT CALIFORNIA ARTIST
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462 NO.ROBERTSON BLVD.
LOS ANGELES 4B.CALIFORNIA
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QUANTITY
100
50
25
WITH NAME
7.25 12.50 22.00
WITHOUT NAME 4.75
9.50_ 19.00
ALSO AVAILABLE SINGLY AT 20O each
Californians add 3% Sales Tax

Enclosed is my check for $
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PRICED UNBELIEVABLY LOW FOR HAND SCREENED PRINTS

V

Please send me

V

of card #
without name.I

Names will be printed only in 1
of 25 or more of one card.

PRINT NAME HERE AS YOU WANT IT ON CARD:

ZONE

STATE

ORDERS WITH NAMES CAN BE FILLED AFTER DECEMBER FIRST.

THE CARTOON BOOK EVERYBODY'S BEEN WAITING FOR

"HERE'S TO SQUARE DANCING!"
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY

FRANK GRUNDEEN
"Sets in Order" Cartoonist

WITH FOREWORD BY

BOB OSGOOD
Sixty-four Pages—Size 81/2 x I I

PRICE $1.50
Plus 3% sales tax in Calif.

HILARIOUSLY FUNNY CARTOONS DESIGNED FOR THE ENJOYMENT OF SQUARE DANCER AND NON SQUARE DANCER.

AN IDEAL

CHRISTMAS GIFT...

... GUARANTEED TO SPREAD YULETIDE CHEER
SrSend in your order early Your copy
will be shipped about Dec. 1st.

ORDER
BLANK

"SETS IN ORDER"
462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, Calif.

FUN ST E

CARTOON OOK
"Here's to Square Dancing"
By FRANK GRUNDEEN

SETS IN ORDER
462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, Calif.
Please send me

Send in your order early Your copy
will be shipped about Dec. 1st.

copies of the New Cartoon Book

"HERE'S TO SQUARE DANCING" at $1.54'per copy. Enclosed is my
check for $
Name(please print)
Address_
City

Zone
* Add 3% sales tax in California

State

